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• 1 Videographer for 8 consecutive hours 

• Wedding Highlight 

•  Full Edits of Ceremony & Toasts 

• 2 month timeframe for delivery of films  

• Delivered via online viewing page  

•   Custom USB Drive w/ finished films 

• Dropbox link to folder for download 

• Online backup of files for 2 years

        Package #1  :  $3200        



• 1 Videographer for 9 consecutive hours 
• Wedding Highlight 
•  Full Length Wedding Film 
 - Includes full edits of ceremony, toasts, & formal 

 dances  
• Files delivered in 4k quality  

• 4-5 month editing timeframe for delivery of films  
• Delivered via online viewing page  
•   Custom USB Drive w/ finished films 
• Dropbox link to folder for download 
• Online backup of files for 2 years

         Package #2  :  $4500        



• 2 Videographers for 10 consecutive hours 
• Wedding Highlight 
•  Full Length Wedding Film 
 - Includes full edits of ceremony, toasts, & formal 

 dances  
• 1 month editing timeframe for delivery of films  

• Delivered via online viewing page  
•   Custom USB Drive w/ finished films 
• Dropbox link to folder for download 
• Online backup of files for 2 years

         Package #3  :  $7000        



A la Carte options    
• Extra Hours of Filming  :  $500/hr 

• Extra Videographer. :  $1000 

• Expedited Editing  :  $1000 

Delivery of films within 1 month of wedding day   

• Vertical Highlight Edit. :  $750 

Edited in vertical format for viewing on mobile devices  

• Custom USB Drives :  $100/each 

 * Shipping in the continental US included 

• Custom Video Book Players :  $250/each 

 * Shipping in the continental US included 

• Hard drive with RAW unedited files  :  $500/each 

 * Shipping in the continental US included  

• Rehearsal Dinner Coverage  :  $500  

1.5 Hours of coverage to capture speeches that happen at the rehearsal dinner 

• Non Disclosure Agreement  :  additional 30% of total cost 

No details or content regarding you, your guests, or your event, will be shared. 



 This document shows the pricing options for wedding videography services 
provided by Ross Wooten (aka Wooten Wedding Films ). I offer both a shorter 
Wedding Highlight, perfect for sharing, and a longer Wedding Film with more 

complete moments from the day.  

While there are set options for pricing, 
each wedding is different and I would  

love to discuss customizing your package to best fit your wedding day.



Hello there! I'm Ross Wooten, & I've had the 
incredible privilege of  being in the wedding 
industry for over a decade now. Throughout 
my journey a wedding filmmaker, I've had the 
honor of  capturing some of  life's most 
precious moments for countless couples.

Over the past ten years, I've honed my skills & developed a deep passion for storytelling through 
the lens. From intimate backyards to grand celebrations, I've strived to capture the essence of  each 
couple I've had the pleasure to work with. The ability to artistically weave together visuals, 
emotions, & music to create timeless films is something that never ceases to inspire me. 

With each wedding I film, I aim to create a lasting legacy that couples can cherish for a 
lifetime. Through cinematography, I aim to tell stories that evoke emotions & transport 
couples back to the very moment they said "I do." It's an honor to contribute to the beginning 
of  their journey as they step into a new chapter of  their lives together.  

Beyond the camera & editing suite, I'm also a proud husband to an incredible wife & a doting 
father to an amazing daughter. These two wonderful individuals are my pillars of  support, 
offering unwavering encouragement as I chase my dreams and capture the dreams of  others 
on film. 

My family serves as a constant reminder of  the power of  love, which is why I'm so dedicated 
to my craft. Being married myself, I understand the significance of  the wedding day & the 
memories that come with it firsthand. This understanding fuels my commitment to capturing 
every fleeting glance, every tear, & every burst of  laughter – all the intricate moments that 
make up the tapestry of  a couple's special day. 

Thank you for considering me to be a part of  your special day. I look forward to continuing 
this incredible journey, capturing love stories, & creating cinematic memories that will be 
cherished for generations to come.

ABOUT  
ROSS WOOTEN


